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Motivation I



Large literature on trade policy externalities studies



- Effect of import tariffs/export subsidies on international trade flows, factor prices, and capital accumulation across countries. Heckscher & Ohlin, Krugman (1980), Melitz (2003), Johnson (1953,54), Bagwell & Staiger (1999), Ossa (2012) I



Very little corresponding work on exchange rate policy externalities



- Trade textbook: Under some conditions, manipulation of the level of the real exchange rate can be replicated with a combination of import tariffs and export subsidies. - Manipulation of the first moment of exchange rates may not warrant separate attention. I However, 80% of countries manipulate the volatility of their exchange rates (hard/soft currency pegs). Reinhart & Rogoff (2007)



This Paper



What are the external effects of currency pegs? I



I



Suppose a country pegs is currency to the US dollar, how does this affect interest rates, capital accumulation, and wages in the US? In the rest of the world?



What are the effects on international consumption correlations? I How do effects change if a country pegs to the Danish crown instead of US dollar? I How might the peg affect the pegging country? ⇒ Address these questions within a standard multilateral model of exchange rate determination.



Main Findings 1. A small country that imposes a peg can decrease its risk-free interest rate, increase capital accumulation, and increase average wages. 2. This works if and only if the target country is large (such as the US). 3. If China (a large country) pegs to the US, this will - decrease the volatility of US consumption - decrease the covariance of consumption between the US and all other countries (not just China) - raise interest rates, lower capital accumulation, and lower wages in the US - lower the volatility of the RMB relative to all other currencies in the world.



Related Literature I



Growing empirical literature showing that stochastic properties of exchange rates determine differences in international interest rates and asset returns. (Lustig, Roussanov, Verdelhan 2011,2013; Menkhoff, Sarno, Schmeling, Schrimpf, 2012; Verdelhan 2013; Hassan 2013; Hassan & Mano, 2013)



→ Show how currency pegs affect asset prices, factor prices, capital accumulation, and wages across countries. I Standard real and nominal models of exchange rate determination with non-traded goods: Lucas (1982); Stulz (1987); Stockman and Dellas (1989); Tesar (1993); Baxter, Jermann and King (1998); Collard et al. (2008); Alvarez, Atkeson and Kehoe (2002, 2007)



→ Identify strategic motives for currency manipulation in simple model of exchange rate determination.



Setup I I



I I



I



I



2 time periods, 3 countries n = c, a, o Continuum of households i ∈ [0, 1] measure θc live in the pegging country, θa live in the target country, and θo live in some other country “outside” country. In t = 1, households receive a deterministic endowment that they can consume or invest in their country’s capital stock, K n . In t = 2, each household provides one unit of labor in the production of a country-specific non-traded good  n ν K n n YN = exp [η ] θn



where η n ∼ N (0, σ 2 ). At the beginning of t = 2 each household also receives deterministic endowment of a homogeneous traded good YˉT and a complete set of Arrow-Debreu securities is traded. CRRA utility 1 1 1−γ 1−γ U (i) = C (i)1 + e−δ C (i)2 1−γ 1−γ τ



C (i) = CT (i) CN (i)



1−τ



Freely Floating Exchange Rates I I I I



Complete markets → solve Planner’s problem. Choose the homogeneous traded good as numeraire. Log-linearize model around the deterministic solution. Equilibrium variables under freely floating regime denoted with ∗



Main predictions: I



Households ship traded goods to share risk ˉT + cn∗ T =y



I



(γ − 1)(1 − τ ) n (ˉ y N − yN ) 1 + (γ − 1)τ



Marginal utility from traded consumption equalized across countries N X n λ∗T = −(1 − τ )(γ − 1) θ n yN n=1



I



Call a country “systemic” if it knocks around λT more than other countries.



Freely Floating Exchange Rates



I



λT serves as unique SDF: Assets that pay off well when λT is high are good hedges against consumption risk and pay lower expected returns.



I



A country’s risk-free bond pays one unit of its consumer price index = pn traded goods.



I



Real exchange rate equals ratio of consumer price indices sa,c∗ = pa∗ − pc∗ =



I



 (1 − τ )γ a . y c − yN,2 (1 − τ ) + γτ N,2



Manipulating stochastic properties of real exchange rate = manipulating stochastic properties of countries’ risk-free bonds.



Freely Floating Exchange Rates Proposition Countries that tend to appreciate when λT is high have lower risk-free interest rates ra∗ + ΔEsa,c∗ − rc∗ = −cov(λ∗T , pa∗ − pc∗ ). These countries accumulate more capital per capita c∗ a∗ KN KN − = const (ra∗ + ΔEsa,c∗ − rc∗ ) , θp θt



and pay higher average wages in equilibrium. I



A country can increase capital investment by manipulating its real exchange rate such that it appreciates when λT is high.



How to Peg I



c chooses its consumption plan s.t. the constraint that the standard deviation of its real exchange rate with a is reduced by fraction ζ sd(sa,c ) =1−ζ sd(sa,c∗ ) ζ: “strength of the peg”, ζ = 1: “hard”, ζ ∈ (0, 1):“soft”



Lemma



Country c maintains a currency peg of strength ζ by buying and selling traded goods in international markets such that its consumption is a convex combination its own equilibrium consumption under the freely floating regime and the target country’s consumption under a hard peg. cc = (1 − ζ)cc∗ + ζca |ζ=1



How to Peg



c ccT = cc∗ T − ζ(1 − θ )



(1 − τ ) a (y c − yN ) τ ((1 − τ ) + γτ ) N



c yN ↓: your non-traded goods are expensive, your currency appreciates → buy extra traded goods to dampen appreciation. a yN ↓: target’s non-traded goods are expensive, your currency depreciates → sell extra traded goods to dampen depreciation.



Pegs by a Small Country (θc = 0) I



Have no effect on prices outside their own country λT = λ∗T = −(1 − τ )(γ − 1)



I



N X



n θ n yN



n=1



But can increase covariance of its exchange rate with λT by pegging to a large (more systemic) country pc = pc∗ + ζ



(1 − τ ) ((γ − 1) τ ) c a ) (yN,2 − yN,2 τ ((1 − τ ) + γτ )



Proposition A small country that imposes a hard or soft peg on a more systemic country lowers its risk-free interest rate, increases investment, and increases the average wage in its country relative to all other countries. ra + ΔEsa,c − rc = (1 − ζ) (ra∗ + ΔEsa,c∗ − rc∗ ) I



A small country imposing a peg on another small country has no effect on interest rates or investment.



Pegs by a Large Country (0 < θ c ) I



Currency manipulation by a large country changes prices everywhere. λT = −(1 − τ )(γ − 1)



I



N X



n=1



n θ n yN +



(1 − τ )θp a c ζ (yN 2 − yN 2 ) τ



a Sells traded goods when yN ↓, dampens shocks that affect target c country, but exasperates world-wide effects of yN ↓. p cnT = cn∗ T − ζθ



(1 − τ ) c (y a − yN ), ∀n 6= a τ ((1 − τ ) + γτ ) N



⇒ Decreases covariance of consumption between target country and all other countries (target country becomes less “systemic’’). ⇒ Decreases volatility of consumption in the target country. ⇒ Increases covariance of consumption between pegging and all other countries (pegging country becomes more “systemic’’).



Pegs by a Large Country (0 < θ c ) I



A hard or soft peg reduces the covariance between the target country’s real exchange rate and λT .



Proposition If a country becomes the target of a peg imposed by a large country its risk-free interest rate rises, ro + ΔEso,a − ra = (ro∗ + ΔEso,a∗ − ra∗ ) − ζ



(1 − τ )2 γ θp σ2 τ ((1 − τ ) + γτ )



capital accumulation falls, a KN Ko K a∗ K o∗ (1 − γ)2 (1 − τ )2 p θ ζ − oN = N − N − t t o θ θ θ θ (1 + (γ − 1)τ )K



and average wages fall relative to all other countries.



Extensions



All qualitative results robust to introducing: I CES between traded and non-traded goods I I I



Stochastic endowments/production of traded goods Differentiated traded goods.



Market segmentation within countries, monetary shocks. Still working on: I Welfare (tricky). A small country that imposes a peg attracts investment but decreases its own welfare. I A large country may increase its own utility by pegging. I A quantitative application to the US/China exchange rate.



Conclusion



I



Most countries manipulate the variance of their real exchange rate.



I



Simple model of exchange rate determination gives a possible explanation: - A country that pegs its real exchange rate to a larger country can lower its risk-free interest rate, attracts additional investment and increases average wages paid to its households. I Pegging to a small country does not achieve these goals. I



Currency pegs have external effects:



- Target country experiences a rise in interest rates, fall in investment and average wages. - But: pegs lower volatility of consumption in target country.
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